Echoes of a Lost Colony

Long after the Teotihuacán empire faded from central Mexico, the Maya kept up some of its ways by Nicholas M. Hellmuth

The construction of Guatemala City has nearly swallowed up the ruins of a regional highland Maya capital called Kaminaljuyu, which flourished from about 2,300 to 1,400 years ago. Based on archeological excavations of its building mounds and tombs, scholars have for years seen Kaminaljuyu as a major entry point in Maya territory for cultural influence from the roughly contemporaneous Mexican city of Teotihuacán, more than 2,000 miles away by trail. They have debated whether Kaminaljuyu represented a subject city or a place of contact for long-distance delegations of merchants and emissaries. Teotihuacan massive pyramidal temple platforms still testify to their builders imperial might. But why would Kaminaljuyu, more than other Maya cities, have been the object of these foreigners attention?

Many have emphasized Kaminaljuyus proximity to major deposits of obsidian (volcanic glass), the primary domestic tool in a pre-iron era. This traditional answer, I believe, needs to be amended: Kaminaljuyu was also the major Maya city closest to some important Teotihuacán outposts in non-Maya territory. While the imperial city itself lay far to the northwest, the outposts were spread just to the south of Kaminaljuyu, along the steaming coastal plain bordering the Pacific Ocean. Here, during the 1970s, in the region around the town of Tiquisate, bulldozers leveling ancient mounds to create flat fields for farming uncovered many graves and caches. In so doing they unearthed more whole, decorated Teotihuacán-style pottery than has been found in an entire century of excavations at Teotihuacán itself.

The finds included several hundred censers with elaborate lids, used to burn sweet-smelling native incense, the sap from copal trees; more than 500 slab legged, cylindrical tripod vessels decorated with incised or impressed designs and mold-made figures of gods and warriors. Fired clay molds suggest that these objects were mass-produced based on Teotihuacán prototypes, but the designs have a distinct local style. I was in Guatemala during those years researching Teotihuacán influence on the Maya and was alerted to these discoveries by personnel at the Museo Nacional de Arqueología y Etnología. Nevertheless, this spectacular collection remains little known even twenty years later.

Trade was apparently the main reason
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archeologists and art historians can recreate the appearance of the temple. Did the imperial city of Teotihuacán actually impose its rule on, or coerce allegiance from, Kaminaljuyu and other Maya sites, or did Maya cities voluntarily emulate Teotihuacán ways, perhaps at the behest of chiefly families that profited from the relationship? No one has ever suggested that Mesoamerican religions won converts by friendly persuasion. And the constant brandishing of weapons demonstrates that Teotihuacán won friends and influenced people through power politics and sheer clout. But not a single battle scene shows Teotihuacános strong-arming the Maya. No Teotihuacán character stands atop cowering Maya captives, no Teotihuacán warrior runs a Maya enemy through with a spear.

What we find instead are depictions of Maya who have adapted Teotihuacán trappings for their own conquest warfare. As described by Linda Schele ("The Owl, Shield, and Flint Blade," Natural History, November 1991), this symbolism appeared in connection with specific battles in about r.o.400, as Maya rulers sought to consolidate their power in the Tikal, Uaxactún, and Yaxhá regions.

The effect of the fall of Teotihuacán, in about A.D. 750, provides another indication that Mexican culture was emulated by, rather than imposed upon, the Maya. For unknown reasons, central Teotihuacán authority was destroyed in a relatively sudden manner, although the city itself apparently lasted some additional generations. If Teotihuacán had forcibly controlled Maya sites, we might expect some evidence of a casting off of alien symbols and ways. But instead we see that the Maya were content to maintain the customs they had incorporated.

Indications are that by A.D. 600, the beginning of the late Classic period, the Maya had made the Mexican elements their own, and direct influence from Teotihuacán had already faded. The most evident features of continued Teotihuacán culture in Maya areas are the talud-
tablero architecture and the depictions of Tlaloc-like deities, the latter often associated with a trapezoidal interlaced head dress called a year sign. The connection of these elements with militarism seems to account in large part for their perpetuation. The Maya kings continued to be portrayed in association with the symbols of Teotihuacán-style warfare, including Tlaloc-like face or just the ringed eye.

A typical example of Teotihuacán elements surviving among the late classic Maya (A.D. 600 to 900) comes from Itzan, an important site in northern Guatemala currently under excavation by Kevin Johnston of Yale University and his Guatemalan colleagues. Although Itzan is thoroughly Maya, one of its several dozen stone stelae pictures its Maya ruler parad...